Segregation induced instabilities of granular fronts.
Experimental investigation of granular flows containing particles of several sizes and moving down slopes shows that segregation of coarse-grained, irregularly shaped particles induces a fingering instability at the propagating front. The size-segregation mechanism involves percolation of small particles downward and a corresponding migration of large ones toward the flow surface. Large particles at the flow surface experience velocities that are greater than average so that they migrate forward and begin to collect at the flow front. In the case of dry cohesionless flows, the instability depends upon these large particles at the flow perimeter being more angular and thus more resistant to flow than the smaller rounder ones in the interior. A simple analytical model predicts the fingering instability when friction of the flow front is greater than that of the following flow. The presence of viscous liquid inhibits both size-segregation and the development of the instability. Fluidization of dry flows permits segregation of large particles to flow perimeters, thus increasing permeability and permitting a similar instability that owes its development to the dry frictional perimeter that surrounds a partly fluidized interior. (c) 1999 American Institute of Physics.